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Children’s Center
faces funding woes
Limited resources threaten expansion
By Elizabeth Gillis
Staff Writar
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Cadet flees to find ‘perfect love’
Man gets reduced rank, ROTC scholarship revoked

to serve four years as an enlisted
man to work off his ROTC
scholarship.

continuing his education at an
unidentified college.
Swanson can appeal and, if the
Army approves, avoid service by
paying back the $14,673 ROTC
scholarship in a lump sum. “ In
most cases it is accepted,” Capt.
Charles R. Wade, an ROTC
spokesman.

Scott Swanson, 24, will be
permitted to finish college,
delaying his induction to active
duty until as late as May 1990,
officials said. Swanson is work
ing as a sales representative and

“ I won’t appeal,” Swanson
said Monday. “ I will enlist.”
Swanson violated his ROTC
contract when he and his wife,
Carolyn, 23, disappeared April 2
before he had completed his

CHICAGO (AP) — The U.S.
Army has ordered a college stu
dent, who set off a nationwide
search when he ran off with his
new wife to find “ perfect love,”

military and academic obliga
tions at Wheaton College, a
private Christian school. He had
been scheduled to graduate last
May.
Had Swanson completed the
requirements, he would have had
to serve four years as an officer.
The Swansons were secretly
married a week before they
disappeared. Their ransacked car
was found in a Chicago alley with
the engine running, leading to
fears of foul play.
Sec ROTC, page 5

Cal Poly’s Children’s Center,
hampered by severe budget
limitations, is investigating fun
ding remedies to help pay for
expansion into a new building.
Liz Regan,, coordinator of the
center, said It is working out of a
building that was scheduled to be
torn down in the 1960s. Rain has
permeated layers of roofing and
now water leaks into the center
in six different places.
“ The program is exceptional,
but the buildings are bad,”
Assistant Dean for Student Af
fairs Alan Yang said.
Yang is the chair of the Ad
Hoc Committee, which is made
up of a representative from the
administration, the faculty, the
center and students. The com
mittee will summarize the need
for a new building for the center,
identify potential sites and in
vestigate how the construction
would be funded.
A program statement will be
submitted to Dean of Student
Affairs Hazel Scott, President
W a rre n
J.
B a k e r,
th e
C hancellor’s Office and the
Foundation.
“ Our hope is to build a new
child center licensed for 132
children. This would begin to
meet campus family needs,”
Regan said.
The cost of a new building will
be “ in excess of one million
dollars,” Associate to Founda
tion Executive Director Robert
Griffin said.
Regan said the expansion
would allow the program “ to
evolve into a dynamic and
mature program based on staffs
ability to teach, research and
imagine better quality systems
for chidren and adult learning.”
Regan said she worries about
the children who have to play in
a building that is either too cold
or too hot. The floor is even sink
ing in the area where the babies
have to sleep and play.
“ The numbers of lab and intern
students who use our facility are

severely limited due to the small
size,” Regan added.
Funds might be generated by
increasing the fee parents pay for
center services, but Regan said
expansion is not possible at the
current site.
The center’s number one
source of income comes from the
parents who have their children
enrolled. The second source of
income is from the State
Department of Education. Funds
are also generated by ASI and
fundraisers.
This quarter there are 36 in
fants and toddlers at the center,
located by Poly Grove. There are
also 28 4- and S-year-olds at the
Children Center's kindergarten
class on Fredricks Street at the
United Methodist Church.
At least 2S0 more families are
now on a waiting list for center
services, Regan said.
The current buildings cannot
be fixed or expanded with state
funds because they are not state
buildings. Executive Dean of
Facilities Administration Doug
Gerard said.
The Children’s Center is like
the residence halls and the Uni
versity Union where fees paid by
the students cover the expense of
maintenance and repair.
If the center cannot expand to
increase its revenue, it cannot
raise money for expansion or for
raising about $6,000 needed to
repair the present building.
Yang said a “ larger facility
would be self-supporting in terms
of generating income.”
Regan’s proposal will be for a
building with roughly 8,000
square feet.
The proposed expansion site is
on the southern edge of campus
on California Street. Gerard said
the new site will be approved in
May with “ no problem.”
The ASI or the Foundation
may apply for a commercial
non-profit loan on behalf of the
center. With this arrangement,
the bank or savings and loan
doesn’t pay tax on the interest,
which lowers the interest rate
Sec CENTER, page 5

M ass m e d ia fo cu s o f W o m e n ’s W eek sp eak ers
Women portrayed as passive
and dominant in movie roles
By Yum i Sera
Staff Writer

Mass media of today is trying
to work both sides of the street
by mixing traditional roles with
new feminist roles, said a Cal Po
ly English professor at a
W om en’s Week w orkshop,
“ Feminist Criticism of Mass
Media,” on Tuesday.
“ For example. The Color Purple
starts out with the typical,
dominant male and the passive
female. In the end, however,
there is a shift to bring out the
feminist role, making Ms. Ceili
the dominant character,” said

Don Lazere, who led the discus
sion.
Men in soap operas, such as
J.R. Ewing in “ Dallas,” are ad
mired for being powerful and
devious. Women in strong female
roles, however, are made out to
be villains, said Lazere.
Lazere also talked about the
progressive and regressive tracks
of women by taking a historical
look at the end of the I9th cen
tury and the beginning of the
20th century.
“ Middle class women were be
ing freed from the drudgery of
housework — one direction of
Sec ROLES, back page

Women athletes have come
a long way since *04 Games
By SkaoM PhUHpa

suffwmw

Mary Lou Retton, Janet
Evans, Jackie Joyner-Kersey,
Wilma Rudolph, Flo Jo.
Women have come a long way
since the beginning of the Olym
pic Games, said Mary Stallard,
professor of physical education
at Cal Poly during a Women’s
Week lecture.
At the 1904 Olympic games in
St. Louis, Mo., the only unofficial
exhibition granted to women was
archery. James L. Sullivan was
chairman of the Olympic Com
mittee in the early 1900s, and his

influence kept U.S. women from
competing at the 1908 and 1912
games, said Stallard.
“ Women could only participate
in events where they could wear
a long skirt,” said Stallard.
“ That left out swimming and
diving.”
But in 1920, after the death of
Sullivan, U.S. women competed
in swimming, diving and tennis.
The track and field events still
were not part of the Olympic
competition for women. Those
events were part of the Women’s
World Games, where women had
the opportunity to compete in
Sec OLYMPICS, page 4
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Is romance dead in the ’80s?
By
Bruce Sutherland

By

Yumi Sera

Remember when it was the
Diamonds are a girl’s best
guy’s
job to call the girl up.
friend.
Supposedly
the young lady was
And so are chocolates and
lounging
around
waiting for her
flowers and candlelight dinners
knight
in
shining
armor to call
and soft, fluffy animals and ...
and rescue her from the
The list goes on and on.
doldrums of another night.
Women are romantic souls who
He would ask her out, take her
are just waiting for “ Mr. Right”
to dinner and a movie, (paying
to walk through the door and
for all of it himselO.
make their hearts drop to their
On the date, (back then it was
knees.
always called a date), he was the
And even if it’s not “ Mr.
perfect gentleman. He would
Right,” a man with a sense of
open all doors for her, help seat
ing the revolution right out of romance and adventure will
her at the meal, and possibly
the ground.
sweep that girl off her feet, every
give her flowers.
We all know the sub-factions 1 time.
Don’t you guys remember
am talking about; militant
Women love romance, feelings
this?
Any of it? Me either. And
feminists,
lesbian
feminists, and warm cuddly nights by the
th
e
re a s o n
for
peace and freedom feminists ... fire with that special someone.
that
is
chivalry
and
romance
are
dead.
the list goes on. Each of these
But don’t worry, its not our fault. Blame it on
Even a simple gesture, like opening a door or
groups has the same ultimate
them.
pulling
out
a
chair,
is
noticed
by
women,
but
these
goal — the equality of all people
Women of the 1980s are a strong, bold, indepen
in our society. But why am 1 gestures are few and hard to come by.
dent
breed. They see what they want, track it
treated as insincere when I go to
Male chivalry, for the most part, is dying.
down,
and then grab it. They go for their men like
a concert of a lesbian musician,
There are still a few guys out there who come out
they
go
for their careers, quickly and decisively.
simply because I am heterosex of their shells on Valentine’s Day for that special
Today’s woman doesn’t lounge around waiting
ual? This angers me beyond be girl and show their true romantic colors.
for
anyone or anything. She is constantly on the
lief! 1 am told that if I am a true
My roommate’s boyfriend. Matt, is a perfect ex
go, working full time, going to school full time, and
feminist, I don't need a man to ample. On Valentine’s Day, he filled a paper bag
mixing in a social life. And she sure doesn’t have
get by in this world ... that only with wine, Mrs. Field’s cookies, flowers and choco
time for romance.
women can help me get what 1 lates and left it in her car with a note reading,
If a woman wants to go out, she calls one the
want. Or how about when I go to “ Valentine Survival Kit.”
guys
and says, “ Hey, let’s go out tonight. Meet me
hear a militant femininst speak?
What girl wouldn’t love coming to her car after a
at
DK’s.”
If 1 don't proclaim to hate men, I hard day of classes to find that special package?
am told I am weak and that I am
Usually she has allotted two or three hours for
There are some women who might not like it —acting counter to our cause. A women who aren’t into the “ mushy stuff.”
the rendezvous. No time is given for the male to
friend of mine, who happens to
even see his assertive suitor before the meeting
With the big feminist movement and equality
be a lesbian, has told me on oc between men and women in the '80s, some of the
because she is too busy for him.
casion not to attend certain ac romance has been lost.
When they finally get out together, forget about
tivities of the local women's
paying for her drinks. You’re lucky if you get to
Women have to be tough nowadays to compete
group because they'll be “ all over
pay
for your own. The 1980s woman doesn’t want
in what has primarily been a “ man’s world.” They
me” because I am not lesbian.
to
feel
dependent upon on any males. Everything is
have to be strong, assertive and sometimes, even
Although I have no feelings cold. Emotions and feelings have no place in a
on her terms.
one way or the other toward
If by chance a man tries to slide in a little
boardroom.
some of these lifestyles, I am
romance
on one of these outings, he quickly finds
But, emotions and feelings are still there.
discriminated against by my own
that
the
granite-like heart in his companion can
Underneath what may seem like a cold exterior is a
sisters ... I am trying to fight for
hurt
when
pulled out and dropped on his head.
them, with them, but they are warm, loving individual who is just waiting to
This week is Women’s Week. Curiously enough,
fighting me. 1 am not alone in come out, and it’s the romantic charmer who will
Valentine’s Day fell during this week. This juxwin that heart.
encountering this alienation;
So
guys,
don’t
wait
for
a
special
day
to
show
her
tapositioning
is ironic since Women’s Lib has beat
more of my friends are dropping
how
much
you
care
and
don’t
let
romance
die
out.
up
chivalry
and
stepped over romance like it was a
out of these activities because
pile
of
stew
on
the
sidewalk.
Make
it
Valentine’s
Day
every
day
of
the
year.
they are tired of being judged by
their lifestyles.
that those topics would be in
cases these younger men believe
A friend told me about a dream in our cause. We cannot afford to
cluded?
she had, in which she was able to undo a generation of hard work
If professors Lant and Estes
shed the light of her cause on by the women who have made
feel so “ saddened,” “ cheated,”
someone of the opposite belief by the difference in these men’s
“ angry,” “ hurt,” “ disturbed,”
appealing to him on a human lives, but we will do just that if
why have they remained silent —
level, not by violently rallying we cannot unite ourselves and
Editor — As I understand pro they imply that by breaking their
her opinions. She was ecstatic peacefully work toward our
fessors Lant and Estes’ essay silence now and “ confronting the
that she had made a difference in goals.
(Feb. 14), Women’s Week fails issue openly” that this problem
this person's viewpoint.
unless the plight of every female has been festering for a while.
This is Women’s Week, a time
I believe that many of us for us to help open the eyes of
in existence is formally discussed They say that they are breaking
women are so determined to fight others to the need for equality
as part of the week’s series of their silence out of concern for
for our freedom that we push the among everyone: men, women,
events. Can they really mean their “ less privileged sisters”
men who are in a position to help blacks, Indian, Hispanics, the
this? If so. did they attend the whose voices “ have been cruelly
away from us, and now we are disabled, everyone. The first
Women’s Week planning ses barred” from this week’s events
doing this to women as well. We move we need to make is to re
sio n s, which meet weekly — “ the silent, the marginalized,
need women as our allies. Right align ourselves ... maybe we
throughout most of the year, to the disenfranchised, the unac
now, our fellow women are some don’t all share the same lifestyle,
help ensure that the event moved ceptable.”
of the only allies we have. But we but as women, we share the same
more in the direction they want?
But I counted at least 18 dif
also need men as our allies. This ultimate end, and we need each
And why are their own pres ferent sessions in the program
is reality: men still control many other — each and every one of us
entations during this week — one guide which, seem, to me, to ad
of our country's institutions and is imperative to this revolution.
concerning
language/speech/ dress the problems of those
alienating these same men will
creativity;
a
poetry reading; above-alleged omissions: victims
This year, let’s start off
only be to our own detriment.
another on American 20th cen of child molestations/rape/sexual
Women’s Week right: if we can
tury women writers — not ad assault; child and women victims
But how can we pull these men overcome the obstacles between
dressing any of those topics they of war in Nicaragua and El
to our side if we can't even main ourselves we can make this
complain are missing? If the Salvador; Chicana feminism; Af
“ movement” a true revolution.
tain unity between ourselves?
issues missing from this year’s rican-American women writers; a
The newest generation of men
agenda are so important to them, female artist forcibly taken to a
is being raised with a new Alison Kelley
why did they leave it to chance
outlook on women, and in many Biochemistry
See I.elters, page 3

Letters to the Editor
Right and wrong
not same to all
Editor — I would like to applaud
Bill Graves (Feb. 15) for his pro
fession of open-mindedness. I am
glad that he allows some of his
friends to be non-Christians.
I take issue, however, with his
statement that he does “ have a
right, even responsibility, to tell
(me) about the clear wrongness
of" my actions. According to this
statement. Bill, you must try to
force your beliefs of right or
wrong on me. I am sorry to be
the one to tell you this, but there
is no right or wrong that is clear
to everyone. What may be clearly
right to you (the taking of inno
cent lives, perhaps?) may be
clearly wrong to me.
Yes, by living in an open socie
ty, you do have the “ right” to
tell me what you think is right or
wrong, but you do not have the
right to tell me what is right or
wrong.
You also have a right to try to
impose your system of values on
my actions through majority rule
(the definition of murder, after
all, is only the majority's defini
tion). I will not deny that. But
again, you may not, can not, and
shall not tell me what I must be
lieve to be right or wrong.
Robert Hole
Environmental
Biology

and

Systematic

Women must
stand together
Editor — “ United we stand,
divided we fall." We've all heard
this line before. I wonder,
however, how much thought we
really give it. I apply this ques
tion most recently to the feminist
movement.
Last year, the Women's Week
keynote speaker, Sonja Johnson,
spoke of how the quest for a rev
olutionary turnaround in the
position of women has diminish
ed to merely a “ movement.” I
agree with her, but 1 believe that
we women have taken the light
away from our own cause. The
more involved I have become in
this movement the more I have
been forced into one of the many
little boxes, the sub-factions that
we have created. It is these sub
factions that I believe are blow
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Letters
From page 2
mental hospital; blind children;
bulimics; women in politics;
various problems experienced by
Latinas/Chicanas; radium-related
cancers in young women
employees; the list goes on.
These are not "elitist” concerns.
The timing and method of this
attack, couched in a dishonest
tone of sisterly love, is so
divisive that one has to question
the authors’ real intention. Why
is this sneak attack on the se
cond day of the event?
Isn’t a critique more properly
conducted at the end of some
thing?
The evolution of Women’s
Week in San Luis Obispo, on this
campus, is, to those of us who
have been here for a while,
almost revolutionary. One can

hardly "honor the efforts” of the
Women’s Week organizers (as
Lant and Estes say they do) and
at the same time discredit these
efforts.
It is clear that Lant and Estes
are uncommonly involved with
the women’s issues that give any
thinking person pain. The quotes
they include from Angela Davis,
Audre Lorde and Francis Harper
are eloquent.
But the point is that this sur
prise attack, modeled bizarrely
on some of the more offensive
tactics one associates with the
power plays endemic in a white
male system, undercuts the in
tentions that they so earnestly
espouse in their essay. What
message does their action send to
the women students they seek to
influence?

Looking for . . .
SUMMER JOBS,
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VOLUNTEER
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COOPS
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When I read this essay on the
second day of Women’s Week,
the most disturbing thing to me
was that women this intelligent
and this sensitive would publicly
wear their individual pain as a
badge of honor which would
permit them to undermine the
honest and evolving efforts of
other women who care deeply.
Their piece is dishonest, and they
should apologize.
Jeanne Giroio
Editorial Assistant
Journal o f Geophysical Research

Help keep our
campus clean
Editor — A feeling of disap
pointment washed over me as I
walked through the University
Union Plaza this past Thursday
at S p.m.
I was disappointed in the
behavior of my fellow students.
Trash was scattered over the
steps and in the fountain.
Don’t the people who litter

care about our beautiful campus?
1 hope these same people don’t
go to the ocean or go to the
mountains and exhibit the same
behavior they do here at Cal
Poly.
I don’t mean to sound like the
omnipotent mother, but please
clean up after yourselves. It
doesn’t take too much effort to
pick up your cup or napkin and
put it in a trashcan. The result is
a beautiful, clean campus.
Lisa M. Hunsaker
Microbiology

SLO 'S C O N C E R T H E A D Q U A R TE R S PR ESEN TS.
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27
9:30 - 1:30 OPEN FORUM
IN CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
Look for the E X PO B U LLE TIN
w ith com pany listings at:
Placem ent C enter, Student C om m unity Services
R ecreation A dm inistration & C oop O ffices

- C oupon GOOD FOR ONE

FREE
CUP OF COFFEE
* *.•• r

Not valid with other offers
Expires 3-1 -89

Retail & Wholesale
Free Delivery
with minimum order

19 Santa Rosa St.
San Luis Obispo
543-1736

Ever wonder about
your place in history?
Wf don’t We’re Parker Bertea Aerospace
in Irvine, California, a world class manufac
turer of components and systems We found
our place in history in 1927, when we built the
leak-tight fuel fitting that helped Lindbergh
reach Pans
Our spini has never Mopped soanng
We’re still making history by creating com
ponents and systems that help give flight to
every major miliury and commercial aircraft
in servKe today
By joining our hiMory-making team, you
can help create sophisticated technology for
tomorrow's journeys deeper into space, for ad
vanced aircraft fuel, air and hydraulic systems,
and for electro-mechanical missile systems

On Campus Interviews
February 28, 1989
To help you find a place, Parker offers a
program designed to expand your understand
ing and abilities through broad exposure to all
facets of our organization It’s called our
I mployee Intern Program.
During your first 10 months with Parker,
you'll have the opportunity to explore virtually

all major operating areas of the company. This
internal movement will provide you with
knowledge, expertise and career direction, and
as a result, more opportunities to achieve
succevs with Parker.
As you find your place within our com
pany. you’ll enjoy all the benefits of our
beautiful campus-like environment in Irvine.
In addition, well provide you with a highly
competitive salary and benefits program, plus
plenty of room to advance within our
organization
If you’re completing your Mudies in any
of the following areas, we’d like to talk to you

* Manufactunng Engineering
* Mechanical Engineenng
• Quality Engineenng
• Purchasing
* Production Control
• Business
If you’d like to know more about our
history, and how you can be a part of it. see
your Placement Office, or send your resume
to Parker Bertea Aerospace. Parker Hannifin
Corporation. Attn College Relations. 18321
jamboree Blvd . Irvine. CA 927 H Equal Opp«>rtunity Employer M/E/H/V.

Wfe’re Still Making History.

■Rarter
Parker Bertea Aerospace
ParfcAr Hannifin Corporation
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OPEN 2 4 HRS.

OLYMPICS
From page 1

13 track and field events.
“ It wasn’t until the 1972
Olympic games in Munich that
women could compete in 13 track
and field events,” said Stallard.
“ And women still don’t have the
pole vault and triple jump.”
The longest run for the women
in the 1920s was 800 meters. But
a controversy in the event caused
lit to be banned from the Olym
pics until 1960.
“ Six out of the nine women
who finished the race broke the

DONUT STOP IS NOW OPEN!

world record,” said Stallard. graduate student Leslie WhitT
“ But five or six of the women discussed the importance of getting away from the media imavp
collapsed at the end of the race.”
Media representatives from all of a fit body.
over the world said that the 800
“ Twiggy was the model that
was too great a strain on the changed the style of how women
women, said Stallard, and the look today,” said White. “ Before
event was dropped from Olympic Twiggy, we had models with hips
competition. Stallard said that it and breasts and curves.”
is still difficult to get long
White also said that it is nor
distance runs into Olympic com mal for women to have 18 to 23
percent body fat. In an attempt
petition.
After a three-minute slow mo to become too thin, many women
tion video of 1988 Summer have developed serious health
Olympic standout Florence Grif- psychological and skeletal pro
fith-Joyner, the lecture focused blems.
on how to train and maintain a
It’s not uncommon for college
healthy body.
women to have bulimia, said
^ C a ^ P o l ^ jh ^ s i c a ^ ^ d u c a t i o i^ White.

WANTED!!

D O N U T S • M U F F IN S

TEACHER CANDIDATES! to attend
Tulare-Kings Counties

C R O IS S A N T S • C IN N A M O N R O L L S

596 California Blvd.

Mustang Daily

5 41-9006

TEACHER RECRUITING FAIR
Feb. 24,1989 - 3KK) p jn . - 8:00 p.m .
Feb. 25,1989 - 9KH) a.m . - 3KK) p.m .

M UFFINS

VISALIA CONVENTION CENTER

BUY 1,
GET 1 FREE

303 E ast A cequia
V isalia, C a lifo rn ia

For more information call:

596 California

Glen Lewis (209)733-6306

5 4 1 -9 0 0 6

Expires 2 / 2 8 / 8 9

WELL WORTH
THE CUMB..

L A. Clothing Outlet

LOOK

LOOK

raiQÄ
I
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PIZZA BY THE SLICE

Cheese

$1.00

w/ToppIng

$1.25

OPEN 10am-11pm'
MON-FRI
IIN

///

I«■NI MMVMI

Complete service and repair of diesel and gasoline automobiles
(Formerly the
Bus Slopf

2899 McMillan Rd., San Luis Obispo ’

A Four-page Arts and Entertainment Magazine for Feb. 16,1989

Color creation in isolation
’Keeffe wanted people to take
time to really see a flower. 1 want
people to really see O ’Keeffe.”
So were the words of actress
Helena Hale, on her performance
in “ O'Keeffe,” a drama about the
recluse artist Georgia O'Keeffe.
Theatergoers who attended Sunday's per
formance of the show got a chance to do
just that.

0

The (general bareness of the
one>room, on-stage setting par
alleled the sense of isolation
and aloneness in which the
artist worked.
Hale’s portrayal of O’Keeffe, then in her
80s. was incredibly reflectiv e of
everything the public had known about
her. Everything from her determined walk
to her crotchety disposition illustrated the
independent, courageous woman O’Keeffe
was. O’Keeffe died in 1986 at the age of
98.
Even before her death, O’Keeffe had
become famous for the natural abstraction
displayed in her paintings. New Mexico’s
hills and plateaus provided the unique
backdrop she used in many of her works.
She often painted cattle hip bones and
skulls floating in the sky above the hilly,
red-colored landscape. O’Keeffe’s flowers
are also a trademark. Typically, she
painted a close-up of a flower on a single
large canvas to portray the beauty she
saw in the whole flower.
The play, written by Terre Ouwehand,
lakes place in Abiquiu, NM, a tiny com
munity isolated in the New Mexican des
ert and O’Keeffe’s home for many years.
The secluded artist is organizing some of
her belongings and reflecting upon her life
and work. As the curtain rises, O’Keeffe
notices the audience and, after unsuc
cessfully trying to make them go away,
she begins to talk.
“ O’Keeffe” reflects on many aspects of
the artist’s life, including her early strug
gle as an artist, her relationship and mar
riage to photographer Alfred Steiglitz, and
her later secluded years in her New Mex-

Hatana Hala, portraying Qaorgla O’Kaaffa, onjoya a Naw Maxican sunaat.

ico desert home.
The play, called a “ memory play” by
director Laezar Schlomkowitz, flips
around in time, and relates experiences
from O’Keeffe’s time both in the desert
and in the city.
Specific comments were made regarding
accusations that O’Keeffe’s flower paint
ings were phallic in nature.
O’Keeffe denied this, remarking sar
castically, “ When a man paints a flower, it
is a flower. When I paint a flower, it is a
vagina!”
“ O’Keeffe” is full of such sarcasm,
which prompts the audience to laughter,
yet provokes thought of the issues facing
women artists then and now.
Much of “ O’Keeffe” was taken from the
artist’s actual words and writings. Hale
extensively researched O’Keeffe for the
show, and her accurate portrayal was
reflexive of the hard work she put into her
role. The most noteworthy aspect of the
show was that if one didn’t know the ar
tist before seeing “ O’Keeffe,” one certain
ly had a better feeling of how Georgia
O’Keeffe was once the performance con
cluded.
Dramatic lighting effects enhanced
Hale’s performance. Gold-toned lighting
accentuated the desert-like surroundings.
Pastel pinks and blues flooded the stage,
much as O’Keeffe flooded her canvases
with the very same colors. A small adobe
house, an Indian blanket, a small stool as
well as various bones and antlers enhanc
ed the Southwestern-look of the stage. The
general bareness of the one-room, on-stage
setting paralleled the sense of isolation
and aloneness in which the artist worked.
The show was sponsored by Cal Poly’s
Women’s Week. It lasted about an hour,
but because the play didn’t follow any
particular chronology, the time spent in
the theater seemed much less. Quick-paced
and interest-holding, “ O’Keeffe” could
have gone on for another hour without tir
ing the audience.
Much as Georgia O’Keeffe is now a
respected and admired artist, “ O’Keeffe”
the play is fast on its way to becoming a
respected and admired work. And Hale’s
performance is to be thanked for that.
Shelly Evans contributed to this review.

Review
by
Doug
DiFranco
Photos
by
Amber
Wisdom

O ’KMfla looks through a photo album that contains har yaars with photographar Alfred Stalglltz.
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Mellow Canadians make good
By Stewart McKenzie, Special to the Daily

t’s tough to be a Canadian. There they are, the
second biggest land-mass
country in the world, and
we Americans treat them
like a lO-foot hole in the
ground.
This is the country that pro
duced Michael J. Fox, William
Shatner and Labatt’s beer. What
did we produce? Toothpaste in a
pump and Kaopectate. And yet
American business owns the

country, using their valuable
resources while dumping chemi
cal smegma rain on their lakes
and forests. The Amer‘':an boot
continues to rub off its mud on
the Canadian doormat.
But I digress — I just wanted
to get that off my chest. I guess
I’m so surprised a Canadian
musical group literally paid
homage to downhome American
music. They’re the Cowboy
Junkies, with their debut record

^
^
^

“ The Trinity Session’’ still sellin’
some seven months after its
release. In the days of syn
chronized sampling, it’s nice to
hear a few simple tunes played
out on the pedal steel and accor
dion.
The quartet, hailing from the
cosmopolitan wonders of Toron
to, is led by the hushed relaxed
tones of lead singer Margo Tim
mins. Her voice lends itself well
See JUNKIES, Spotlight page 4

Let’s Talk Turkey.

The Cowboy Junkies

Monday & Tuesday
February 27 & 28
at
The Placement Center

Late director
keeps ‘Citizen'
from coiorization

At Louis Rich, a m ajor subsidiary of O scar Mayer/Phillip Morris, we
enjoy a world-wide reputation for pure quality. This m arket acce p tan ce
and our continued dom inance and growth in the processed m eat field
has created exceptional opportunity. And, we invite quality individuals
with m ajors/degrees in Ag. Eng., ME, EE, Ind. Tech., Food S cience,
Animal S cience or B u sin ess to sit down with us and talk about a future
with Louis Rich. Please contact your placem ent office today, to schedule
a tim e to m eet with our recruiter on cam pus, (Monday
T uesday,
February 2 7 28 a t The P lacem ent C enter). Or, for m ore information,
please send all inquiries to: Louis Rich Co., A ttention P ersonnel, P.O .
Box 1141, D ept. S L 0 2 2 7 , Tulare, CA 9 3 2 7 5 .
Equal O pportunity Em ployer
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Orson
Welles’ black-and-white film
classic Citizen Kane will not be
colored after all because the late
director’s estate may have the
right to prohibit it. Turner
Entertainment Co. announced
Tuesday.
A storm of criticism blew up in
January when Turner revealed it
was coloring test scenes. Film
director Henry Jaglom said
Welles specifically asked him to
protect the movie from coloring
two weeks before he died.
Turner Entertainment, which
is part of Ted Turner’s broad
casting empire, obtained the
rights to Citizen Kane with the
1987 acquisition of RKO Pic
tures’ film library.
T u rn er
P resid en t
Roger
M ayer’s announcement
that
preparations to color the film had
stopped indicated it was a legal
decision rather than a bow to
those who claim coloring ar
tistically spoils a black-and-white
nim.
“ Our attorneys looked at the
contract between RKO Pictures
Inc. and Orson Welles and his
production company, Mercury
Productions Inc., and, on the
basis of their review, we have
decided not to proceed with coi
orization of the movie,” Mayer
said.
“ While a court test might
uphold our legal right to colorize
the film, provisions o' the con
tract could be read to prohibit
coiorization without permission
of the Welles estate. We have
completed restoration of a prin
ting negative which now enables
us to show first-rate black and
white prints of this masterpiece.”
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Death }Nas the working condition in ‘Radium City’
By Elizabeth Gillis, staff miter
New York-based filmmaker who said the nuc le a r issu e d o e s n ’ t
p M always have to be a neg^ ative one showed her film
on a radium-riddled town
in Illinois to an audience of
about 30 Tuesday night.
Carole Langer, appearing as
part of Women’s Week, said she
hopes that students who are
planning on careers in the nu
clear field don’t get discouraged,
as many people have such nega
tive views of the nuclear field.
Responsible people in the field
are needed, she said in a question-and-answer period after the
movie.
Langer teaches a graduate
study course at a university in
New York, and has made films
for New York Governor Mario
Cuomo. She is a professional
documentary filmmaker.
Radium City is about the
women of Ottowa, 111., who
^

worked at the Radium Dial
Company. They painted lumi
nous dials on the faces of clocks.
They were taught to dip their
brushes into the radioactive
paint and then twirl them on the
tips of their tongues.
They didn’t realize the grave
consequences of this simple ac
tion.
The Harvard School of Public
Health has proven that long
term exposure to low-doses of
radium can cause cancer, Langer
said. Radium has no smell, no
taste. It is invisible so it is vir
tually impossible to detect it
unless one has a Geiger counter.
The movie is a 65-year history,
from 1922 to 1986, of a towm
entering the nuclear age.
Several lives of the women,
men and children who were af
fected by radium-related deaths
were traced in this movie. Of the
five or six people who were
featured, almost all are dead

not allow the workers to put the
brushes in their mouths.
When in 1985 the Luminous
Processes plant was torn down,
no special precautions were taken
so workers demolishing the
building would not become ef
fected by the harmful gases of
radium.
“ The men who did it had no
experience,’’ she said.
Langer said a nuclear physicist
came to her after an East Coast
showing of the movie. He grew
up in Ottowa and was shocked
when he saw the way the city

now, said Langer.
They all died from radiumrelated deaths.
Even in the beginning when
the Radium Dial Company’s
workers were getting sick from
the radium, she said, the com
pany refused to admit that work
ing conditions were bad.
When the company finally had
to close down because of con
troversy, the president simply
opened a new facility down the
street. The only difference in the
tw o c o m p a n ie s was th a t
Luminious Processes Inc., did

demolished the building.
Langer said she told him that
maybe if he had been there, with
his knowledge of the effects of
radium, the men who worked
without
protective
clothing
wouldn’t be dead now.
Educated people are needed in
the smaller towns, Langer said.
The nuclear safety depart
ments of many states have
bought the movie to show how
remiss the city of Ottowa was
when it took that building apart.
The president of the comSce LANGER, Spotlight page 4
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The Cal Poly theater and dance department
will present Morning’s at Seven next Thurs
day, Feb. 23, through next Saturday in the
CaJ Poly Theatre. Tickets are $5 with student
ID, $6 for others. For reservations, call 7561421.
Tango, a political comedy, will open at
Cuesta College Friday at 8 p.m. in the In
teract Theater. It will run weekends through
March 4. Tickets are $8 general, $6 students.
Call 595-7038 for details.
The Estero Players will perform Neil
Simon’s female version of The Odd Couple
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Los
Osos South Bay Community Center. Tickets
are $6 — for details call 528-6032.
The San Luis Obispo Little Theatre will
perform Karma! The Cosmic Credit Card
through Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Hilltop
Theatre. Steve Martin (not the comic, but the
mayor of Paso Robles) directs his fourth local
play, a satirical comedy about the irony of
life. Tickets are $9. Call 543-3737 for reser
vations.
The Great American Melodrama and
Vaudeville in Oceano is performing Arsenic
and Old Lace through March 5. Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday shows are $9, Friday
and Saturday, $10. For reservations, call
489-2499.

KCPR will sponsor Jonathon Richman and
the Mobile Hombres Friday night at the Baja
Bar and Restaurant.
Vocalist and mandolin player Barry
Kaufman will perform romantic dinner music
at Berardi and Sons Restaurant in Paso Ro
bles every Friday during February from 7 to
9 p.m.

The sculpting exhibit of Betye Saar, called
“ Shadows and Secrets,’’ is on display in the
University Art Gallery in Dexter Building.
The exhibit coincides with Black History
Month and Women’s Week.
Sunday is the last day of Art and
Technology, on display in the UU Galerie.
Works by Hungarian artist Gyorgy Kepes,
plus four other artists are included in the
exhibit.

Qaorge Cartin, Kaanu Rm
ing Friday.

^ D E N T LUNGHI

SERVED MON-SAT

11:00 - 4:00

1 0 2 3 C H O R R O 544-5666

From Spotlight page 2
to a mood of thinking, a n ood of
pondering, trying to sort out the
crap in our lonesome lives. The
instrumentation is kept simple;
the rhythm almost non-existent.
The melancholy arrangements
of standards like Hank Williams’
“ I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry”
break your heart as Timmins
practically slits her wrists for the
listener’s pleasure. Their original
songs are mostly written by
Timmins and her brother Michael
(also in the band). Like the
Williams cover, they’re written
in the same vein (no pun
intended).

The Ju n k ies have been
reported to represent a new trend
on the college music scene, as
well as “ opening the floodgates
for other Toronto — Montreal
bands.” I don’t think either will
happen. America isn’t looking for
a bohemian country band from
Canada. People in this town
think Garden Street on a Farm
er’s Market night is bohemian.
But it sure is nice in this day
and age of shrieking guitars and
MIDI keyboards that a band like
the Cowboy Junkies can remain
understated. Is it always written
in the contract that a band must
have a “ dance/hit” song?

5C COPIES • 5C
O P E N TO
M ID N IG H T
M O N - THURS

FRIDAYS TO 6 00
SATURDAYS
10:00 TO 5:00

Your Full-Service COPY a n d GRAPHICS C en ter

SELF-SERVE

PR IN T-Q U ALITY C O P IE S

MACS

TYPESEH IN G

$ 6 .0 0 /h r

RESUMES
STATS & M o r e . . .

Cinemas.
Her Alibi — Tom Selleck and Paulina
Porizkova in a romantic comedy. Madonna.
Mississippi Burning — Gene Hackman and
Willem “ Christ” Dafoe in a powerful racial
struggle film set in the 1960s. Festival and
Mission Cinemas.
Rain Man — It’s very long, but very well
done. Dustin Hoffman brilliantly plays an
autistic, Tom Cruise is his long lost brother.
Fremont Theatre.
Tap — Gregory Hines and Sammy Davis
Jr. in, you guessed it, a virtual plethora of
lap dance moves. Festival.
The Accidental Tourist — William Hurt is
a travel writer, Kathleen Turner is his wife
and Geena “ Beetlejuice” Davis completes the
love triangle. Watch for it at Oscar time.
Palm Theatre and Mission.
The Fly II — “ Like father, like son,” reads
the ad. The ultimate in family entertainment.
Festival.
Three Fugitives — Martin Short and Nick
Nolte. A definite thumbs down, but if you
have $5.50 to throw away, go for it. Festival
and Madonna.
Working Girl — Another holiday winner.
Harrison Ford, Melanie (Mrs. Don Johnson)
Griffith and Sigourney “ Apewoman” Weaver
in a romantic comedy set in the workplace.
Festival and Palm.

LANGER

JUNKIES

TIP INCLUDED!!

and Alax WIntar atar In Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure, open

Opening this weekend:
Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure — The
ad claims “ All the critics, past present and
future agree ... Bill and Ted is the movie to
see.” We’ll see. George Carlin stars. Festival
Cinemas.
JImi Hendrix Live — Made last year, this
concert film follows a young Hendrix to
England where he forms the band to play at
the Monterey Pop Festival. Rainbow
Theatre.
The ’Burbs — A highly under-promoted
film starring Tom Hanks, Carrie Fisher,
Bruce Dern and Corey Feldman, about the
“ savage land” of suburbia. Festival.
True Believer — James Woods and Robert
Downey Jr. in a murder/suspense flick.
Festival.
Special Events:
Dust — A 1985 film following four people
on an isolated farm, involved in a web of
power, race, oppression and one woman’s
confinement for love of her land. Part of
Women of the World film series, Monday,
Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash, $3 stu
dents.
Now playing:

^ e v c is tu m s

Salads & Entrees served
with G arlic Bread.
• Sandw iches served with
side of pasta
• Irrcludes Glass of Beer
or wine
• Additional Glasses $ 1

vm

Beaches — Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey in what many consider Midler’s best
performance. They play best friends who
choose opposite lifestyles in this comedy/
drama. Festival Cinemas and Madonna
Plaza.
Cousins — Stars Ted Danson, Isabella
Rossellini and Sean Young in a romantic
comedy about the changing lives and loves of
two families. Festival Cinemas.
Dangerous Liaisons — Glenn Close, John
Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer in a sexual
romp through the 1800s, chock full o’ pas
sion, deception and push-up bras. Mission

L a s e r P rin ts 3 5 c

FOOTHIU PLAZA • 775 FOOTHILL BLVD, • SAN LUIS OBISPO • 544-3626
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panies, J.A. Kelly, “ did excellent
market research on the communtiy he set up his company in. He
fo u n d
an
o b e d ie n t
workforce,” she said.
She said he knew the people
there were used to dying on the
job. He also knew that the
women would work without ask
ing questions if he paid them
enough money.
The women were mostly high
school students who needed the
money. They were paid about
$20 a week. For a woman in the
1920s, during the depression,
that was good money.
“ They were making more
money than any man in that
town,” Langer said.

Their bodies also became the
basis for the research to deter
mine how much radiation a
human body can take.
Their families received little or
no monetary compensation.
Langer said, “ people will do
almost anything for money.” But
the people in Ottowa also ac
cepted their responsibility in the
tragedy, she said. They knew
something was wrong, but the
money was good.
J.A. Kelly’s son is now the
president of Luminious Processes
Inc., and has companies set up in
several Third World countries.
“ Not everyone is trading their
life for a second car,” Langer
said. “ Some are trading life for
survival.”
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H olocau st story provokes gym defacing

I ROTC
From page 1
The couple turned up unharm
ed July 27 in San Diego, where
they said they had been living
under assumed names, pursuing
‘‘perfect love.”
Maj. Gen. Robert E. Wagner,
the national ROTC commander,
issued a statement Monday say
ing he had determined that
Swanson willfully evaded the
terms of his ROTC scholarship
and is disenrolled from the Army
ROTC program.
“ He is directed to serve on ac
tive duty as an enlisted man for
four years to satisfy the ROTC
contractual agreement,” he said.
In August, Swanson, who lives
with his wife in west suburban

Naperville, asked a military
review board to recommend that
he become commissioned as an
Army officer.
But after an administrative
hearing at Fort Sheridan, the
board recommended that Swan
son be kicked out of the service
and his ROTC scholarship ter
minated.
Swanson said he wrote Wagner
in November saying that while
he wanted his officer’s commis
sion, he would equally welcome
entering the Army as an enlisted
man.
In the letter, Swanson ex
pressed regret for his actions,
saying he had “ made a mistake”
and wished to deal with it “ in an
upright manner.”

ORINDA (AP) — The words
“ Jew Boy” were found scrawled
on a high school gym Tuesday
when a Nazi death camp survivor
told students how his family
perished in the Holocaust.
The 8-inch-high chalk letters
were on the entrance to the gym
at Miramonte High School where

actor Robert Clary, who played
Cpl. Louis LeBeau on the
“ Hogan’s Heroes’’ television
series, addressed the student
body of 900 for an hour.
“ I don’t think I can reach all of
you,” Clary told the school
assembly in the gym. “ I wish I
could. But if I can touch even

100 of you. I’ll be satisfied.”
After his speech. Clary was
confronted by an angry skinhead
who said he resented being called
“ vermin” during the talk. He
said skinheads — white suprem
acists who crop their hair short
— had to defend themselves
against Jewish aggression.
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CENTER
From page 1
one or two points.
For a million-dollar project,
that type of interest savings can
make a big difference, Griffin
said.
As for state funding. Governor
George Deukmejian’s proposed
budget allocates $780,000 for all
19 eSU campus child care
centers. That comes down to

roughly $38,000 for each campus,
Gerard said. This money can on
ly be used for staff, crafts, and
food supplies — not for expan
sion.
Until there are solid sources of
funds for a new children’s center,
some 2S0 families will go without
child care on campus, Regan
said.

After Valentines Day Bowling Special
MIXED DOUBLES TOURNAMENT
Saturday, February 18th
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Author says Hudson case may affect future litigation
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Lawyers arc watching the out
come of the Rock Hudson AIDS
trial because of the profound im
pact the lawsuit portends for
lovers who withhold information
ab o u t sexually tra n sm itte d
diseases, an author says.
Marc Christian, the actor’s
former lover, is suing the actor’s
estate for $11 million over the
emotional distress Christian
claims he suffered because he
was not told that Hudson had
contracted AIDS during their

tryst.
The jury entered its third day
of
deliberations
Wednesday
without reaching a verdict.
Margaret Davis, an attorney
and author of Lovers, Doctors [
The Law says the case is likely to
affect future litigation because it
involves an unusual set of facts
— a lover who did not develop
AIDS but sued anyway.
“ Certainly if the jury awards a
large damage figure without
there being evidence of the
physical disease, it may well in
crease the number of lawsuits,’’
she said.

In any event, Davis predicts
the suit could deter lovers from
keeping dangerous secrets.
“ People are often deceived by
promises in the dark,’’ she said.
“ Whether it is cowardice or
malice or whatever reason you
have to not tell your partner
(about a sexual disease), you’re
going to think twice about it if
you know you can face big dollar
damages or time in jail,’’ she
said.
In 24 states, she noted, it is a
felony or misdemeanor to
transmit a sexual disease.
In the Hudson case, Christian
has sued for emotional distress

Now you save too!

even though repeated tests show
he has not been exposed to the
deadly AIDS virus.
Davis said that although the
law is clear that one sexual part
ner has a duty to warn the other
about a disease, the mere fear of
contracting AIDS was not
previously considered sufficient
cause for legal redress.
“ This type of litigation involv
ing AIDS is in its infancy,’’
Davis said in an interview. “ And
this case will have a profound
impact on the course the courts
will take.’’
The 30-year-old lawyer, daugh
ter of prominent Los Angeles
personal injury attorney James
H. Davis, wrote her book because
she said she found a shocking
lack of research materials on the
subject of sexually transmitted

diseases and the law.
“ It’s the social issue of the de
cade, and now it’s becoming the
legal issue of the decade,’’ she
said.
Her book addresses not only
AID S, but such venereal
diseases as genital herpes,
ch lam y d ia, g o n o rrh ea
and
syphilis. Until recently, she said,
few cases arising from transmit
ted diseases ever made it to
court.
“ There are only a handful of
people that will handle cases of
this type,’’ said Davis, who also
is under contract to write a legal
text on the subject.
“ Attorneys discourage these
cases because there’s not a lot of
money in them and they’re un
pleasant,’’ she conceded. “ ... it’s
a
very
private
area.”

Everything a reader could want.
All Regular Paperbacks and Hardbacks in stock

10% off

pub. price

All New York Times Hardback Best sellers

35% off

pub. price

Bcokstoie

Feast your eyes onthis

• ••

Women's Designer Fashion

¡OODSTOCK’S
1 0 1 5 C ou rt S tr e e t

I

541 -4420

F

P

PRETTY FAST, FR E E DELIVERY!

Esprit Shoes, Esprit Collection,
Paris Blues Wholesale Jewelry,
Luxurious Siiks,Prep Boys & More

TWO DAYS ONLY
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^OODSTCKK’S
2 TOPPmO SBfALL PIZZA
& 2 SOFT DRINKS FOR

$ 8.10
pizza

exp. 2 / 2 2 / 8 9
i

Saturday & Sunday

Veteran's Memorial Bldg.

’ ’ '^ ro ÌD S fo C K S ’ ’

Februraiy 18 & 19
11-5 pm

801 Grand Ave. S.L.O.
(805) 642-2998 info.

ANY WOODSTOCK'S SPECIAL

D ressing Rooms Available

Cash & Check w / prop. Id

$ 1 .5 0 OFF
(5 item s for th e price of 4)
one co u p o n p er pizza

exp. 2 / 2 2 / 8 9
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Í I P iD f f iü ® !
A SI CONCERTS
PRESENTS:

Œ),

IB. 1. will open!

' FEB 2 4 .8pm . C HU M A SH A UD ITO R IU M

tickets at: Boo Boo^ •Small Town Records & Tapes - Big M usK:«& UUTicket Office
student advanced 1Q.50- public advanced 1150- $1 more at the door

The M u s t ^ Daily.
We re not In Kansas anymore!

Classified

Î

IT’S
A Wickedly FUN N Y Com edy

MORNINGS
AT SEVEN
FEB. 23-25

Cel Poly Theatre
Tickets Now on Sale
Call 756-1421 FOR RESERVATIONS

' I;
/-

I

C O A C H N EED ED
Cal Poly Wbmen's Soccer Team
for more info call
Beth 544-7916

PHI KAPPA PSI
SPRING RUSH

COMING!!!
March 6,7, & 8th Don’t UU miss .1

Tues 2/14 Chicken Dinner 6:00pm
At the House
Thurs 2/16.........
Sat 2/18........
Tues 2/22 Rib Dinner 6:00pm
At the House
Wbd 2/23 Smoker 7:00pm
Coat & Tie At the House
Thurs 2/24 Interviews
(Invite Only)

Planned Parenthood of SLO
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446
FO R W OM EN AND MEN:
Confidential, affordable
reproductive health care
Yo Bubba!
Catch the programs for Wbmen’s
week, thru Feb 17. It's good
stuff. Schedules at the UU Info
Desk See ya!

Co-ed Business rraternity
in the U.U. Wed and Thurs
; COM E SEE W HAT W E'R E A B O U T!

'I shpe'meeting

; THURSDAY FEB 16
I CLUB PICTURE
i G U E S T SPEAKER FROM CH EV R O N
i UN DERGR ADUATE LAW ASSO CIATIO N
I Meeting-Thurs 2/16 at 11:00 in
' Ag bldg room 200 Nominations &
Speaker-Mary Haris local attorney
I =

BLOOD DRIVE

Thurs Feb 23 10-2 In Chumash
Come give so another might live!
Sponsored by SHAC_______________
Challenge Your
Brain Cells
Wbmen's Week is for eve^one Get
schedules at the UU Info Desk
Through Feb 17 Be there!

HATS OFF TO:

Tom Oertll, Elizabeth Strauhal,
Karilyn Merrit, David Wllholt,
Franklin Q. Burris III, Kim Veltch
Kristine Scott, Dan Lapporte
AND Newman Catholic Center, Sigma PI,
Inter-Fraternity Council,
American Marketing Association,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, California
Association of Health. Physical
Education, Recreation 6 Dance,
Campus Recycling Coalition
Cal Poly Mustang Battalion, and
Sierra Madre Hall
YOU HAVE B E E N N O M M A TED T O
RECEIVE TH E

GM SPIRIT
/WARD/CAL POLY
PRESIDENT’S
/VWARD FOR
COMMUNITY
SERVICE
If you are interested in working
with senior citizens call Sam at
543-2891 and ask about Adopt-agrandparent! Volunteering makes
y ^ feel great!

m c a T cl^
as

Info TO D A Y 11am Science North 202

M ustang Daily
C lassifieds

HAS A C O N V E N IE N T DROP BOX
LO C A TED AT TH E U.U. INFO DESK.
TH E ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

PEER ADVISING
FO R A L L POLI SCI S TU D E N TS
M O N -TH U R S 10-4PM FOB11R ALL Q TR
POPSICLE S TIC K BRIDGE C O N T E S T
UU PLAZA T U E S FEB 21, AT 11 00
Prizes awarded for 1st. 2nd, 3rd
Rules available outside Civil
Engmeenng office (BLOG 13)
Society of Black
Business Students
Become an officer or just G E T
INVOLVED!! Meetings every Tues
5-6pm
Officer Elections-Feb 21st
___
W kNT T O BE A SEN ATO R??
School of Engr has opening until
next elections Must have 2.3 gpa
Apps in Deans office, due 2-21

EARN THOUSANDS-stuffing envelopes
RUSH $1.00 & S .A .S .E . to:
L o ri-132 Mustang Dr. SLO.CA.93401

RUSH DELTA SIGMA PM
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB
FEB

ALPHA EPSILON
PI

Tues.14:Crest Pizza Party, meet
at house 7:00pm
Thurs 16: AEPi Open h ouse, 7:00pm
coat and tie please
Fri 17: Party-BlackiWhite attire
at house 6 00pm
Sun. 19 Barbeque 5:30pm house
Tues 21 ' Spaghetti Dinner 6 30pm
at house
Wbd.22. interviews.by appointment
Fri.24 invitation only party
at the house

FEB.16 SLIDESHOW
M ONDAY C L U B 1815 M O N TE R E Y ST.
O D D FE LLO W S HALL 520 DANA S T

FEB.22 G U E S T M TERVIEW S UU 219
FEB 23 SMOKER
M ONDAY C L U B 1815 M O N TE R E Y S T

FEB.25 EXCHANGE WITH SIGMA K.
/Ml Night Events Begin at 7pm
For Inlo or Rides
Call Roger at 541-1417________________
Sigma Chi Rush
Fri Feb. 17 BBQ
Sat Feb. 18 Mystery theme Party
Tue Feb.21 Noche Dela tortilla si
gs Wbd Feb.22 Smoker________________

TKE RUSH

Tue 2/14 BBQ & Beverages.6 00
1681 Phillips Lane
Wed 2/15 Coors Casino night
Motel lnn,2223 Monterey
Fri 2/17 TE K E T O G A 8:00
388 Chaplin
For info call 544-TEKE

THETA CHI
RUSH

2/14 House Tours/atrtppers 7:30pm
^ 1 5 Tri-T ip BBQ/GamIng Night 6pm
2/17 Th e O nly Real TG IF 3pm

RUSH TEKES...
NO G U TS ...N O GLORY.,.

All events are at the Housel
Stay tuned tor next weeks events!

DELTA CHI

SPRING RUSH W RAPS UP W ITH...
TH U R S 16’DAM N G L A D T O M E E T YAf’
6 30PM at the House-Be there'
555 Ramona 152-160,lnfo 549-9849 ____

TAU RUSH

‘

IFC RUSH
RUSH CARDS
ON SALE

NOW
THROUGH FEB 17
IN UU 11-1
LAMBDA CM ALPHA
Spring Rush
Comedy Night, Mon 2/13/89
at the house 7 00P M.
The Lambda Slide Show WBd.2/15/89
at the Monday Club Located at
1815 Monterey St. at 7 00P.M
Caribbean Cruise Night Thurs.
2/16/89 Meet at the house 6 00PM
TG IF Parly, Fri.2/17/89 at 3:00
P M at the house
Ricci's Italian Dinner, Tues
2/21/89 at 7:00P M at the house
Casual Night, Wbd 2/22/89
Starling at 6:30P M at the house
House Address
1617 Santa Rosa St
San Luis Obispo
544-9913

D A N C E R -E X O TIC F O R B ACHELOR
PARTIES S T R IC T L Y DANCING
WILL TR AIN G O O D INCOM E 922-5694
Landscape Maintenance Aide
Fridays 7:00-3:00 $6Hr Must Have
clean driving Record.Lm exp pref
arnf good with people call:
541-6751

FEB.21 MARDI GRAS

Are You a Brother or a Beast?

dY lTA

Dessert with the Brothers
Bachelor Party •a must see
Comedy night (700pm)at house
Sports BBQ (100PM)
Dinner and Smoker (600pm)
For ride or info call 5 4 3 -M I 6

SAE RUSH SPRING 1989 SCHEDULE

House address 280 Calif Blvd
For info call 541-9748or543-3939

MONDAY mash-army attire 8:00
TU ES D A Y smoker-coat&tie 7:00
TH U R SDAY barbeque 6 30
FRIDAY toga rain or shine 8 00
SUNDAY sottball-CuestaPark12:00
TU ES D A Y pokemight-invite only
events will be at 71 Palamar
for info call Steve Sherr 543-9222

13
14
15
20
21

•ATT V O LLEY B A LL PLAYERS*
Rec Sports Special Events is
holding a Doubles tom. Sun Feb26
9am at the Mott Gym Call Rec
Sports lor info for the fun of it
S F TE Balsa Airplane Competition
Feb.22 from 11am to 2pm
In Chumash Auditorium
$2 entry fee
Can 541-3469 for mlo: Ask Cetso
You are mvited to a free Christi
an Science lecture entitled "pray
er that makes a Difference" to b
e given an Tuesday February 21st
m the UU. Room 207 at 11 :00am

SREW ARD
WARD

O F F IC E HELPER
PT/tlME.15-20 Hrs per wk.(Wlad,FriA
Sat)Experience pref.but can tram
/Vssist w/ office maint.phones.
daily paperwk.customers.in Build
ing material Business Repty w/
NAME.Address&phone and a breif
Introduction of yourself T O
Personnel,3145 Camelia C SL 93401,
W E E K E N D RADIO A N N O U N C E R
KW SP-FM N EED S PART TIM E O N AIR
A N N O U N C E R S C A LL 438-3221 N O W '
Wbuld you like to work with kids
In the H i ^ Sierras this summer
Write-Boo Stem 4009 Sheridan Ct
Auburn. Ca. 95603 (916) 823-9260
YARD P ER SO N
Part-time Hrs. in Building M ATER 
IALS YAR D .SLO Job includes.EQUIP
M E N T OPERATION.yard mamt .ER R AN DS
& HELPING C U S TO M E R S Tues/Thurs AM s
a M UST5450 Edna Rd .SLO 544-1375

81 CAPR I HTCH B Kn.V R S.6-CYL.AT
P S.P B .AC.O R IG O W N R .X LN T.S TER EO
C A S S S3250.X2783day7732037EVE

$RE-

C O N F IS C A TE D V E N C L E S . C Y C L E S
S T E R E O S AND M U C H M ORE
Seaed in Drim & Crime Raids
up to 9 0% O F T '
1-227-6703 Ext J-1 AN YTIM E
G R A P m C /SC IEN TIFIC C A LC U LA TO R
(S H A R P ) Never used! $110
Call Susan x3471_______________________
M AC S E 2-eOOk Dnves.20 M EG HO.
and 1 M EG Ram W/ E X T K E Y B D and
Imagewnter LQ ; Less than Im o Otd
$39000ollars Call Anytime.Steven
at 541-8441

A $25 reward
for the safe and
complete return of my bike. No
questions will be asked on its
return SP EC IALIZED M OUNTAIN
BIKE. HARD R O CK .21’ FR AM E.R ED
Call Stew,54l-4596(was Xmas gift)

Fern wanted own rm or shr 546-0306
Laguna Ik big house $$negotiable

G IA N T R O O M FO R R E N T IN H U G E H O U S E!
V E R Y C L O S E T O CAMPUSI$230ea to
share plus util, wash/dry, cable
Fun roommates, great view! CALL
KIM O R J O D Y 543-7258 or
PAT 544-0690 or 544-4735_________________
Male roomate wanted Spr Otr share
rm 199/mo. near Poly 541 -9282
OW N R O O M $197 mo to mo lease
2 biks to poly 543-0685
______________
Roomate wanted m/f own room 3bed
house Big Backyard Pets ok 10 min
to Poly 283/mo Wash/Ory has itall
C A LL A SA P Rhonda 544-3034 eves

Wanted: Female roomate
to share a room in a
furnished apartment, very close
to Poly. All utilities included
except phone and electricity
Contact Knstin Davis 541-0454

W E NEED ROOMMATES
543-4950

FUR N ISH ED 3 BOM A P T 10 O R 12
M O N TH LE A S E 543-1452
Our S TU D IO S are r>ext to Cal Poly,
quiet.fully furnished including
microwaves, and reasonably priced
at $390/mo. They're fillir>g fast
so call for more info 543-4950

A A A 'B E S T P R IC ED C O N D O S 6 H O M ES
LIS TE D F R EE INFORM ATION P A C K E T
AVAILABLE O N C A M P U S CALL
M A R G U E R ITE C E N T U R Y 21 541 -3432
BUYIN G A H O U S E O R CONDO"» For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses & condos for sale
m S LO C A LL Steve Nelson 543-8370
and leave message Farrell Smyth.Inc

4 Original wheels from 87
Mustang 5.0 W/225-60VR15 Gators
Fits other Fords $150obo 549-8148.
Carxxi 35mm w/35-70 lens XInt
cond Negotiable pnce 541-9107________

Prizes Given!

2 R O O O M FO R FEM A LE S O R C O U P L E
IN LAR G E O LD E R H O U S E NEAR D OW N
TO W N YA R D .P O R C H .G R EA T VIEW.
G A R D E N .E TC $270/MO 541-8466_________

FEM ALE R O O M ATE N E E D E D ASAP
O W N RO OM IN H O U S E 544-4829_________

N U TR ITIO N W ITH A CHINESE TW IS T
Herbs, fat mngmt. Beauty, Bus.O PT
Meeting Sat nites/Carole 541 -6847

1439 Phillips Ln
For info or rides call 543-9652

Delta Sigma Pi

Going to Europe? Join us on a
10 day adventure course in the
north of England Aug.20 Kayaking,
climbing, ca v ing, mixed with
cultural activities-the British
pub, folk nights, haunted houses.
Call Maurice after 6pm 528-8055

Macintosh 512K expanded memory
with software. 929-3920 Beth 6to5______
U N IV EQ A 12-SP EED , $75 O LYM P US
P O C K E T 35-MM c a m e r a $35 S TE W
541-4596

THUR SDAY. F EB R U A R Y 16.1969

Business
Directory
Central Coaat Schools 481-4222
Real Estate Licensing

Computer Training 481-4222
Wbrdstar/Wp State app. now reg.

HELIUM BALLOO N PKGS. 543-3103
50 Balloons & Up rental ind.

L O S T Gold Necklace with ’M'Locket
family heirtoom-l'm desperate!
CA LL Michelle B at 543-4911
SH EP H ER D PUP APPRX 4 M O N TH
R ED BANDANA. FO U N D O N CAM PUS.
466-5129

FEM ALE SM O K ER S S TU D E N TS /S TA FF
FR EE C H O L E S T E R O L 4 D IE T AN ALYSIS
A G E S 18-35 CA LL JO A N IE 541-3713

INK SPOT SCREEN PR M TM Q 543-7991
T-Shirts for dubs/special events

'79 SUZUKI GS425 WITH HELMET.
G L O V E S AND H A N D B O O K $350
543-9178__________________________
YAMAHA RAZZ Great Shape runs
super $500 or B O 546-0608 Ivmsg

Rock-Point Mt Bike Many Extras
Ex Cond Call 756-3350 $249 obo

UNIVEGA 12-SPEED, $65 CALL
STEW 541-4596

CalHomla style CH EESECAKE
is for sale by the slice In the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretto

THE BODY FIRM Personalized
weight-loss programs. 546-8278

DO YOU WANNA DANCE7I
PM DELT SPRING RUSH '89
' THE NEW KK> ON THE BLO C K’
A2/15 Slideshow 7:(X)pm At House
2/16 Hawaiin Night 7:00pm House
2/17 Game Day w/ the Brothers
3:00pm At House
2/21 Ouestions&Answersinvite only
7:00pm At House (Invite Only)
2/23 Casino Night 7:00pm At House

FOR QUESTION S OR R
( O ES
C ALL REID 541-5369

C A LL K CPR AT 544-4640 AND
W E ’LL BRING TH E PARTY MACHINE
T O YOU!
Enticing Erotic Entertainment by
Exuberant EcdyiasttCat! 772-5809

ACADEM IC WORD PROCESSM O $1.50
double-spaced patj^e Marcy 541-4214
86 ISUZU IM P ULSE.LO AD EO .LO W
M H.ES.BEST O F F E R 544-0475

typing.On campus PUSDel. 481-6976

'86 ISUZU IM PULSE. LO ADED.LO W
M ILES.B ES T O F F E R 5440475.

FA ST S E R V IC E -E X P .T Y P IS T $1 50/pg
SR P R (3 JE C TS & M ORE 541-0168 (^hns

DO N 'T WORRY BE HAPPYILat me do your

RESUMES, Senior Projects A Morel
Laser Printer •Laura-549-8966
PAPER C H A S E W O R D P R O C E S S IN G
C A LL K AR EN AT 544-2692

75 Chevy Blazer 4x4 Cnvertbl
Runs Grt $3500 obo 541-9220 ev

SR. P R O JEC TS A M ASTERS TH ESES
unda Black 466-0687/541-3883

8

c f^

Thursday , February 16,1989

M ustang Doily

á W

ROLES
AUTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP
QUALITY AGTOBODY & PAINT WORK

----------FREE ESTIMATES----------IMSGRANCE WORK GLADLY ACCEPTED
WE STAND BEHIND ALL
COLLISION REPAIRS
•Rust proofing & undercoating
•Q uality 3M window tinting
•Ground effect kits available
•F ree shuttle bus to school

541-4938

5 4 3 -7878

B G TTO NW O O D INDUSTRIAL PARK
731 BUCKLEY RD. SLO

From page 1
movement towards feminism,”
he said. “ The move, however,
was countered by big business ...
feminism was curbed and steered
back into the house as a con
sumer.”
“ Male dominant authorities (of
big business) were telling the
housewife what to do,” said
Lazere.
Alfred Hitchcock is a prime
example of a man wanting to
control a woman — through films
— he said.
“ In Hitchcock’s films, there is
a need for male domination over
women who knew too much — a
need to control, define and con
stitute women,” Lazere said. “ A
dominating theme in most of his
movies is voyeurism — Tony

Perkins spying through the
peep-hole in Psycho — and there
are constant symbols in controll
ing women.”
In most of Hitchcock’s movies,
there is an admiration and jeal
ousy of women and female char
acteristics, Lazere said.
“ There is violence against
women — repressing them, and
most male characters are some
what feminine,” he said.
Lazere said a typical film is
made by a male who is in control,
while the female is the controlled.
“ Even female filmmakers must
see the male point-of-view when
watching films,” he said.
Lazere quoted from several
books by Kate Ellis, Carol
Ascher, Janice Radway and
Tania Modleski, as well as his

own book, “ American Media and
Mass Culture.”
Radway did empirical studies
of the way women read Harle
quin romance novels and how
readers interpret the text.
Radway found that women
were pre-empting elements in the
novel that wouldn’t be expected
— seeing things to enforce their
feelings, Lazere said.
Modleski studied the roles of
women watching soap operas and
how they viewed them.
“ Soap operas are classic ex
amples of women viewing
themselves in traditional roles,”
Lazere said.
“ ... and as for advertising, the
female body has turned into a
commodity used to sell other
commodities,” he said.
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V is t a

at
G rande

Resta u ra n t

Every Sunday from 9 am-2 pm on Grande Avenue

I y

Beef, Chicken, Fish, Pasta, Desserts,
Fresh green salads, Jello, Eggs, Sausages,
Potato Salad, Rice, Ham, Breakfast Pastries,
Muffins, Fresh Rolls, and more...
Buffet only $5.95

£ W AU P. A N I

Call 756-1204 for ReservaHons

Announcing the

OPENING
of

A lphoG rophics
Prlntihops O f The Future
156 H Iguera Street
546-0704
Store Hours
M on.-FrI.: 8 : X o . m . - 6 : 0 0 p.m.
Saturday: 10:(X) a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
PRESENT THIS C O U P O N FOR

$ 1.00 OFF
A n y D uplicatin g O rder
o f $10.00 o r m ore
(Thh off*r opplM to mott OKton •
ptoOMcakforctotali.
On* coupon p«r OKtor. ptoOM)

Offer good oriy at the
158 HIguera Street store.
OltorcRpItM 3/4/89

STU D IO S
At a spacious 390 sq. ft., our furnished
ultimate in privacy, and they're in great
vj
d1

PRIVATE STUDIOS from $390/mo.

Get Your

SHARED STUDIOS from $200/mo.

Year Off to A Galloping Start
C A LL 0 ^ TOm

IM U g P lN G V iL IA fìEl

543-49S0

1 MUSTANG DRIVE, SAN LUIS OBISPO (next to the Col Poly Stadium)
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